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Suppliers of
Portable 

& Modular 
Buildings
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GCS Cabins Limited was formed in 2007, by our MD Gary Sheppard, with 
the specific mission to firstly provide more choice to potential clients and 
secondly to provide an industry leading customer service.

Welcome to
GCS Cabins Ltd
Our History

In other words, you are in safe hands comforted by the peace of mind that comes with knowing you 
will get a building absolutely fi t for purpose and that every penny of your budget has been spent wisely.

Gary’s vast industry experience as an installer of 
modular & portable cabins gave him an extensive 
insight into the mismatch faced by many of the 
end users of the cabins he was asked to install.

GCS Cabins has now developed in to a highly 
respected supplier of modular buildings and we 
off er a comprehensive range of products for 

a wide range of industry sectors. Crucially, we 
manage your project from start to fi nish, ensuring 
this potentially complex purchase is handled 
professionally by industry experts who will guide 
you through the whole process from enquiry 
through planning, negotiation, groundworks, 
landscaping and any and every query, problem or 
resolution that could possibly occur.
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One of the challenges in buying a modular building is where do 
you start?  

Most manufacturers specialise in a particular type of cabin, maybe 
robust, vandal proof construction cabins to withstand the rigours 
of a building site or at the other end of the scale, highly specification 
offices with opulent kitchens and washrooms. Choose the wrong 
supplier and you are unlikely to get the right building!
Choice is just not available to the average client with no knowledge 
of the wide range of building types available.

Gary knew that he could fill that knowledge gap using his 
comprehensive involvement in the business to match aspiration 
to reality and give his clients not only the right cabin from the 
right supplier, but at the right price and absolutely fit for purpose. 
GCS was born and 15 years later is going from strength to strength.

WHY GCS?

INDUSTRY LEADING 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 

CHOICE 

In recent years, the demand for the “GCS Experience” from new 
and existing clients has demanded the addition of more and more 
senior staff. In line with Gary’s passion to ensure the customer 
experience ethic remained key, he recruited staff he could trust 
implicitly and introduced family members who now form a strong 
management team and continue to deliver the original mission of 
offering the absolute best choice and make every penny of their 
client’s budget work to their advantage. 

Don’t tell him we said so, but we believe Gary was ahead of his 
time with his conviction that choice and high-quality service were 
key to improving the customer experience and built a successful 
tight-knit family management team that continue to offer an 
industry leading facility for anyone needing sound advice and 
guidance through a potentially extremely complex project.

Join our many satisfied clients and arrange a quotation for your 
perfect modular or portable building today. We will take care of all 
the necessary planning for your installation.

“GCS made the whole 
process swift and 

seamless, as a very 
busy business, this was 

invaluable to us”
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BRING YOUR IDEAS 
TO REALITY

WITH GCS CABINS
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MODULAR BUILDINGS

Modular buildings provide an economic, 
quick and fl exible solution for increasing 
offi  ce space, classroom space, reception 
areas, toilet blocks, kitchen areas and many 
more uses.

PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Portable buildings provide an economic, 
quick and fl exible solution for increasing 
accommodation space for areas such as; 
extra classroom space, extra offi  ce space, 
receptions space storage space and many 
more uses. 

WELFARE BUILDINGS

ANTI-VANDAL BUILDINGS

Welfare facilities can be installed in portable 
cabins, modular buildings or anti -vandal 
cabins.

An anti-vandal unit is an ideal choice when 
extra security is required. All windows have 
anti-vandal metal shutters, and all doors 
have extra locking points. All buildings serve 
the same purpose as portable cabins, with 
the advantage of giving that extra bit of 
security.

OUR MAIN
SERVICES
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Individual. 
Design your 
own interiors
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15M x 3M Staff Office with Toilet, Open Plan Kitchen Facilities & Breakfast 
Bar.

SOME OF OUR 
INSTALLATIONS

COUNTRYSIDE RECYCLING

New Car Sales Office, 40ft x 12ft, Plastisol Jackleg Building with kitchen 
facility.

ANDREW JAMES CARS
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13 unit Jack-leg office & welfare accommodation including double storey 
building

SATEBA STANTON PRECAST LTD

36ft x 10ft plastisol jackleg building with kitchen facility.

TENNANT’S DISTRIBUTION LIMITED

“GCS were 
accommodating & 

friendly, I would 
happily recommend 
them. Top marks for 

being considerate 
and helpful and 
responsive in all 

communications”
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From the first enquiry we felt that GCS could 
not do anymore to make sure the cabin was 
exactly as we wanted. Nothing seemed to be 
too much trouble.

Andrew James Cars

I could not fault anything with the ease of the 
process, your communication was second 
to none. I certainly would recommend the 
service you provided.

Beavertown Brewery

GCS made the whole process swift and 
seamless, as a very busy business, this was 
invaluable to us. Thrilled with the crisp finish 
& incredible speed of completion.

Grazers of Ashby Parva

WHAT OUR
CLIENT SAYS

Join our happy clients
Arrange a quote today!
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Join our happy clients
Arrange a quote today!
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GCS Cabins Ltd

Offi  ce 4 Bramley House,
Bramley Road, 
Long Eaton, NG10 3SX
01157 080 196

www.gcscabins.co.uk
info@gcscabins.co.uk


